
Offering a simple and clean installation al-
ternative to butyl rope and external joint 
wrap.
The Tylox® SCB gasket uses the multiple sealing fins 
and tear-drop pressure pocket features of the original 
Tylox® Type C gasket to bring the advantages of wa-
tertight joints and reduced installation time to install-
ers of concrete box sections.

The “Achilles heel” of rub-
ber gasketing systems for 
box sections has always 
been the inability to pro-
duce a gasket seal around 
the square corners. 

The SCB gasket utilizes an injection molding pro-
cess to manufacture four 90-degree corners into 

the multi-finned gasket strip, 
thus allowing full peripheral 
contact between the gasket 
and the bell and spigot.

The multiple fins are com-
pressed between the bell 
and the spigot as the box 
section homes, until the gas-

ket forms a solid seal in the annular space, thereby 
making it watertight.

• Watertight sealing up to 11 ft of head (5 psig 
or 34.5 kPa) is made possible by the combina-
tion of the multiple sealing fins and the gasket’s 
injection molded corners.

• Requires minimal field installation time. Since 
the SCB gasket is installed on box sections by 
the producer, field installation involves lubing 
the joint, moving the box section into position 
and homing the sections together. No messy, 
time-consuming butyl rope and/or external 
wrap to install.

• Self-Centering: The box section is self-centered 
due to the forces generated by the deformation 
of the rubber gasket as the box homes.

• Suitability: Tylox® SCB gaskets are suitable for 
use with all sizes of tongue and groove box 
section designs with an annular space of 1/4” 
(6.35mm) and up to a 5o slope.

• Vertical applications: Tylox® SCB gaskets per-
form well with vertical tongue & groove joints, 
likely allowing for use with a joint slope great-
er than 5o while still providing at least 5 psig of 
sealing resistance.

• Specification: Tylox® SCB gaskets can be sup-
plied in materials to meet the requirements of 
ASTM C1677, ASTM C1619, CSA A257.3 or Cali-
fornia Greenbook.
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Joint Design 
Use of the Tylox® SCB™ gasket 
requires that the box section 
tongue & groove joint have 
a 5o maximum slope and an 
annular space of:

• 0.250” +/- 0.031” (6.35mm +/- 0.79mm)

Materials
Tylox® SCB gaskets are manufactured from a variety 
of synthetic rubber compounds to meet the ma-
terial requirements of ASTM C1677, ASTM C1619, 
CSA A257.3 or California Greenbook.

Because the gasket is installed on the box section 
at the point of manufacture, the gasket may sit 
exposed to the harmful effects of sunlight for ex-
tended periods of time. For this reason, all Tylox® 
SCB gaskets are manufactured from EPDM rubber 
to offer enhanced ozone and U.V. resistance.

The applicable specification(s) and usage for a SCB 
gasket are identified by a colored stripe running 
peripherally along the side sections of the gasket:

Standard
 C1677, C1619, A257.3  White Stripe
 California Greenbook  Green Stripe

Oil-Resistant 
 C1677, C1619, A257.3  Orange Stripe
 California Greenbook  Yellow Stripe

The above listing covers the standard, North Amer-
ican specifications. Gasket materials are available 
to meet many other specifications. Please consult 
your Hamilton Kent representative regarding ma-
terials to meet your needs.

Plant Installation of Gasket onto Spigot

1. Ensure spigot is free from cracks, chips, loose dirt, 
debris and foreign material. 

2. Install gasket on spigot and roll it towards the 
shoulder of the joint.

3. Apply Tylox® Adhesive to 
the spigot on both the front 
and the external face of the 
tongue the same width as 
the gasket around the full 
periphery of the joint. 

4. Allow adhesive to become tacky, then firmly 
press the gasket into position around the entire 
length with:

• The fins standing up
• The scored base 

against tongue wall
• The positioning 

flange firmly against 
the end of the tongue

Some producers have found success tamping the 
gasket tightly onto the adhesive with a rubber mal-
let. Boards and clamps may be required to maintain 
firm contact between the gasket and the spigot 
while the adhesive sets, especially on the bottom 
section of the joint.

5. Allow the adhesive to achieve its full bond 
strength prior to assembling joint, per the instruc-
tions provided with the adhesive.

Field Installation
1. Ensure that no dirt or debris is trapped within or 
behind the gasket’s sealing fins.

2. Thoroughly lubricate the gasket and all sliding 
surfaces with a Tylox® Pipe Lubricant.

3. Align the tongue with the groove, ensuring that 
the gasket is in contact with the spigot around the 
full periphery, then thrust the pipe home using 
suitable manual or mechanical means.

Annular
Space

5o max.
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Tylox® SCB™ Gaskets are manufactured by Hamilton Kent Inc. and/or Hamilton Kent LLC. They are distributed worldwide by Hamilton Kent Inc, except for the U.S.A. where they are distributed by Hamilton Kent LLC.
Tylox® is a registered trademark of Hamilton Kent Inc. 


